ADVANCED
INNOVATIONS
FOR DEMANDING
CONDITIONS
Count on Gates innovation for optimal
performance across the full range of fluid
power applications.

GATES® MULTI MASTER ™ GMV ™
MEGAFLEX ™ MULTIUSE HOSE

GATES® MEGASYS ™ MXG ™
HYDRAULIC HOSES
GATES® MEGASYS ™ MXT ™
HYDRAULIC HOSES
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LESS WEIGHT
50

Gates designed these products to be lower
weight for easier handling, quicker installation,
and reduced equipment weight.

EASIER INSTALLATION
Gates latest innovations require significantly less
force to bend for safer, quicker, and less fatiguing
routing and installation.

ADVANCED PERFORMANCE
The product of Gates’ materials science
expertise, these innovative products are
engineered to deliver mission critical
performance for demanding applications and
tough conditions.

STREAMLINED SELECTION
Gates has qualified these latest innovations to
multiple industry specifications – making it
easier to know you have the right hose for the job.
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GATES® MEGASYS ™ MXT ™ HYDRAULIC HOSES
WITH OPTIONAL XTRATUFF™ COVER
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
■ Tested to 3x SAE/EN impulse

criteria (600,000 cycles) for
greater reliability, uptime,
and hose life.

USER-FRIENDLY
■ Up to 30 percent lighter than

standard hoses for reduced
equipment weight and easier
handling and installation.

VERSATILE INVENTORY
■ MXT hoses deliver performance

that meets internationals
standards for 90 percent of
wire-braid applications.

GATES® MEGASYS ™ MXG ™
HYDRAULIC HOSES
HIGH STANDARDS
■ Tested to one million impulse

cycles, rated to 250º F, and
certified to exceed performance
of ISO 18752 280DC and SAE
100R12 specs.

LESS WEIGHT
■ MXG is up to 30 percent
™

lighter for easier handling,
quicker installation, and
reduced equipment weight.

SUPERIOR DURABILITY
■ XtraTuff ™ cover on all MXG ™ 4K

hoses provides enhanced ozone
resistance and 25x better
abrasion resistance than OUR
standard cover.

GATES® MULTI MASTER ™
GMV ™ MEGAFLEX ™ MULTIUSE HOSE
STREAMLINED SELECTION
■ Multi Master™ GMV™ MegaFlex™

meets SAE 100R4, J30R5, and
J20R5* specifications—making
it easier to know you have the
right hose for the job.

EASIER INSTALLATION
■ Multi Master™ GMV™ MegaFlex™

requires significantly less force
to bend for safer, quicker, and
less fatiguing routing and
installation.

IMPROVED ERGONOMICS
■ Lighter, more flexible, and

easier to install—Multi Master ™
GMV ™MegaFlex ™ is safer and
less tiring for your people to
work with all day long.

*Except tube dimensions spec.
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